
DUET 
48, 60. 72 . . . .... 120 MAX. CHANNELS 
The table-top console for up to 120 channels with up to 199 fast
access CMOS memories. The keyboard provides advanced channel, 
channel sequence and memory group selection for fingertip control 
by Strand fader wheel or direct entry of intensity levels. There are 
two playbacks con trolled by a dipless crossfader, split to give 
separate control of increasing and decreasing intensities, and also 
a sophisticated timed playback for au tofades at recorded fade 
times in any prerecorded cue sequence. The free-standing VDU 
Mimic shows the intensity levels of all channels in precise detail 
and the state /content of all master functions. Optional peripherals 
include Floppy Disc Unit for bulk /repertoire memory storage, 
recordable 2-preset fader wing, and hand-held Rigger 's unit. 

LIGHT PALETTE 
500 MAX. CHANNELS 
The new micro-processor based memory system 
which records, displays and recalls the running 
cue sheet and the transition timing of complex, 
multi-part lighting changes as well as the 
precise intensity levels ofup to 500 control 
-channels . An electronic patch between dimmers 
and control channels allows the dimmers 
required for a particular production in 
repertoire to be selected. 
Standard features include 8 submasters with 
50% overrange capability. Each cue , initiated by 
the go push , can have up to 6 component parts 
each assigned, and displayed, with a fade time, 
or separate up and down times for split fades, a 
linear or chosen fade-profile, and a delay time so 
that the various parts can start or complete at 
the 'required moment of time. 

MMS 
80, 120 . ...... 480 CHANNELS 
The Modular Memory System consists of a 
number of modules, each providing 
complementary or alternative operational 
facilities which all plug into a common digital 
data link. Only two module types need to repeat 
for each multiple of 120, or less, channels. 
Virtually any operational facility required to 
suit the particular needs of each theatre or 
studio can be incorporated by selection from the 
many types of module that are now available; 
these include manual and /or sophisticated 
timed crossfades, cue-insert, group control, 
remote control, library storage, and print
out /type-in. All desks include fast, random
access high-density core storage and the Strand 
fader wheel for match-less intensity 
modification. Active or preview mimic display 
can be either above-zero indication, or a video 
display showing precise intensity levels. 

LIGHTBOARD 
1 OOO MAX. CHANNELS 
The computer-controlled memory system for 
large installations providing fully integrated 
memory control of all luminaire functions - not 
just intensity, but colour change and 
orientation ifrequired. Rapid control and 
mixing of channels, groups of channels, or pre
recorded cues is provided utilising Strand fader 
wheels . The two playbacks also incorporate 
fader wheels for manual crossfading or to 
accelerate or retard the progress of recorded
time crossfades. The video diplays give detailed 
information of all active channels, group 
content and fades in progress . 


